Golden Sage Martial Arts
Drunken Uncle Jujutsu
If you have a drunken uncle at a wedding, and you are skilled in jujutsu also known as the
art of giving way or the warrior arts of Bujutsu, you can safely and calmly approach your uncle
and redirect any strikes or arms flailing about to get beside him and by using the principles of
Kazushi or off balancing you can safely escort or lower him to the ground without appearing to be
aggressive and without using strikes or pain compliance holds. A good security guard can do this.
Maybe you see a potential fight between your friends you may be able to safely escort the
less aggressive one away while keeping an eye on the other friend.
These are skills that I teach using the foundation of DanZan Ryu and DZR Zenyo Bujutsu.
I used these arts working in locked psychiatric, forensic prison and working as a security guard.
If I were asked what our Dojo Golden Sage Martial Arts specializes in it would be conflict
resolution.
Some things to remember before you step into a situation to put hands on to protect others
Even if you have years of training and experience these sayings will remind you that you must be
certain that your intervention as a peacemaker is safe and you will be able to adapt and engage or
withdraw without your ego standing in the way of skillful and appropriate action.
Some sayings to help the mental health workers in their violent job.
1. Do not write a check that your ass cannot cash.
2. Do not let your crocodile mouth get in the way of your hummingbird ass.
3. Do not bite off more that you can chew.
4. You may win the battle but lose the war.
5. Pick your battles.
If things go wrong there could be legal consequences for you.
Grappling is for sport and has some self-defense applications. Striking martial arts is necessary to
know how to do and how to defend against them. Knowledge of pain compliance techniques of
large and small joint manipulation is needed.
Drunken Uncle Bujutsu relies on safe containment of the aggressor while maintaining situational
awareness for weapons or for multiple attackers is essential.
Things rarely go as planned but to protect your family of friends intervention may be worth the
risk.
The self-defense footwork and the self-defense videos and PDF are available in web class format
at www.bobasan.net.
Hands on martial art classes with a qualified instructor in a comprehensive system can prepare you
to respond more effectively to light conflict resolution situations to life or death attacks. If you
need to cross train to enhance your current training stay with the new system long enough to learn
the essence of the new system and how it can benefit you.

